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Magnetic Charger McDodo CH-2061 for Apple Watch

McDodo CH-2061 magnetic charger for Apple Watch
From  now  on,  charging  your  Apple  Watch  will  be  even  easier.  The  McDodo  CH-2061  charger  allows  you  to  renew  your  smartwatch's
power quickly and conveniently - all you have to do is connect it to the appropriate cable. Thanks to its lightweight, compact design, its
storage  and  portability  will  not  be  a  problem  for  you.  Multi-level  protection  combined  with  the  use  of  high-quality  materials  ensures
maximum security. 
 
Thoughtful design
The charger's lightweight and compact design means you can take it with you anywhere. You can even fit it in your pocket without any
problems!  Built-in  magnets  provide  a  lot  of  traction,  so  the  smartwatch  will  stably  stay  in  place.  You  also  don't  have  to  worry  about
compatibility problems! The charger works great with Apple Watch gen. 1/2/3/4/5/6/SE/7/8/Ultra.
 
Bet on safety
The charger is made of durable zinc alloy, which is responsible for efficient heat dissipation. This means you don't have to worry about
your  smartwatch  overheating  while  charging!  The  CH-2061  is  equipped  with  multi-level  protection,  which  effectively  protects  against
overvoltage,  overcurrent  and  short-circuits,  among  others.  What's  more,  the  charger  automatically  detects  foreign  objects  on  the
charging surface and prevents the charging process from starting to avoid potential damage to both the charger and the device. 
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	Manufacturer
	McDodo 
	Model
	CH-2061
	Input current
	5V/1A
	Output current
	3,5 W
	Dimensions
	40 x 28 x 5.8 mm
	Weight
	19,7 g
	Material
	Zinc alloy + ANC
	Color 
	Black
	Compatibility
	Apple Watch gen. 1/2/3/4/5/6/SE/7/8/Ultra

Price:

Before: € 14.5017

Now: € 14.00
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